Mohammad is pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science while living in Turkey. After experiencing life as a refugee first-hand, Mohammad was empowered to pursue his higher-education by the United Lebanon Youth Project (ULYP).

Since his time in Alpbach, Mohammad has been named the Bilkent University Student Ambassador to Lebanon. As an ambassador, he will travel and represent Bilkent University at fairs in different Lebanese cities.

He has also been named the “Focal Point” for ULYP in Turkey and has used his voice to advocate for the cooperation between Bilkent University and ULYP. In addition, he is working to help the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) for Palestinian Refugees in the Near East to engage more female students in pursuing higher education.

To learn more about ULYP, check out the website!

https://www.unitelebanonyouth.org/